INTRODUCTION: ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE—ONCE A FOOTNOTE, NOW A HEADLINE
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Four decades ago, the concept of environmental justice was a mere footnote. Before the environmental justice movement burst onto the national scene, it was commonplace and a generally accepted norm by society, government, and industry that steering pollution to poor and people-of-color communities and away from affluent and white communities was no big deal.¹

Environmental pollution in poor and people-of-color communities was not even news.² This dominant lens of viewing pollution as compatible with people of color only began to change after people of color waged a frontal assault on environmental racism and began demanding environmental justice for all.³ Today, environmental justice is a headline—registering on the radar of the
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media; green groups; civil rights, human rights and racial justice organizations; social media networks; academic consortia; educational institutions; and at least one of the major political parties.

Environmental justice did not originate with the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) or government but grew out of local grassroots community struggles. Environmental justice embraces the principle that all people and communities are entitled to equal protection of environmental, energy, health, employment, education, housing, transportation, and civil rights laws and regulation.

It has been forty-one years since the 1979 Bean v. Southwestern Waste Management Corp.4 lawsuit challenged the siting of a solid waste facility in Houston, Texas, using civil rights law.5 Although the Black residents of the suburban, middle-income Northwood Manor neighborhood and their attorney, Linda McKeever Bullard, lost the lawsuit, the case laid a legal foundation for challenging environmental racism. In addition, the 1979 Houston waste study helped usher in a new field of sociological inquiry around environmental justice and environmental racism.6

The Houston waste struggle occurred three years before the Environmental Justice Movement was catapulted into the national limelight in the rural and mostly Black Warren County, North Carolina—again over waste dumping. This time, instead of household waste, it was toxic waste heading to a landfill. The toxic landfill ignited protests led by Reverend Benjamin F. Chavis and others, resulting in over 500 arrests. The protests also provided the impetus for the 1983 U.S. General Accounting Office (“GAO”)—now Government Accountability Office—study of hazardous waste dumping in EPA Region 4, which covers eight states in the South.7 The GAO found that three of the four off-site, commercial hazardous waste landfills in the region were located in majority-Black communities8—even though Blacks made up far less than a majority of the population in those states.9

In 1987, the United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice produced its landmark report Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, the first
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A national study to correlate waste facility sites and demographic characteristics.\textsuperscript{10} Race was the most potent variable in predicting where these facilities were located—more powerful than poverty, land values, or home ownership.\textsuperscript{11}

A steady stream of empirical research and studies started to emerge in the 1990s documenting what most environmentally impacted residents already knew—poor people and people of color were disproportionately getting dumped on and poisoned in their homes, neighborhoods, jobs, playgrounds, and schools. In 1990, \textit{Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class and Environmental Quality} documented that environmental vulnerability mapped closely with Jim Crow segregation, racial redlining and discriminatory zoning, and land use practices.\textsuperscript{12} The book became the first environmental justice textbook, although it was not intended for that purpose.

A year later in 1991, the First National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit was convened in Washington, DC.\textsuperscript{13} The Summit broadened the Environmental Justice Movement beyond its early waste and antitoxics focus to include issues of public health, worker safety, land use, transportation, housing, energy, food and water security, community empowerment, sustainability, disaster, climate and resilience.\textsuperscript{14}

In response to intense public outcry and mounting scientific evidence, President Bill Clinton issued Executive Order 12,898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations,” on February 11, 1994.\textsuperscript{15} This Order attempted to address environmental injustice within existing federal laws and regulations.

Since the 1990s, the United States has made major strides toward achieving environmental justice. Clearly, the 2000s are different from the 1980s and 1990s. Nevertheless, it is incredible to see how much has not changed over these many years. Despite the progress made, all American communities are still not created equal. We have made incremental “baby steps” instead of giant leaps toward systemic and transformative change. To make this point, it is worth presenting some of the environmental disparities and racial inequities that persist today.
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Environmental vulnerability still maps closely with race. Many of the nation’s environmental disparities have their roots in systemic racism. 16 Much of America still has the “wrong complexion for protection,” placing Black Americans, others of color, and Indigenous people at elevated risks from industrial pollution, natural- and human-made disasters, and pandemics. 17

People of color are overrepresented in populations who live within a one-mile radius (49.8%) and a three-mile radius (49.4%) of the nation’s 1,857 Superfund sites 18—an increase from previous years. 19 The percentage of Black Americans in deadly “fence-line zones” near chemical plants is 75% greater than for the nation as a whole, and the percentage of Latinos is 60% greater. 20 Even money does not insulate Black communities from elevated pollution assaults. Black households with incomes between $50,000 and $60,000 live in neighborhoods that are more polluted than neighborhoods in which poor white households with incomes below $10,000 live. 21

University of Minnesota researchers found that Black Americans and other people of color breathe 38% more polluted air than whites in terms of residential outdoor nitrogen dioxide. 22 Black Americans and Latinos bear a disproportionate burden of pollution caused mainly by whites: Black Americans and Latinos breathe in 56% and 63%, respectively, more pollution than they generate. 23 Whites, on the other hand, breathe 17% less air pollution than they cause. 24

Recent studies show that negative impacts associated with COVID-19 map closely with race, class, and environmental disparities. Harvard researchers found persons living in areas with high levels of fine particulate matter (i.e., PM2.5) are significantly more likely to die from COVID-19 than persons in a
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region with one unit less of fine particulate pollution.25 Black communities are at greater risk.26 Another study confirms this and connects COVID-19 risk to racial redlining, practiced against Black Americans in the 1920s and 1930s.27 Historically segregated Black and Brown communities have greater neighborhood prevalence of COVID-19 risk factors, such as socioeconomic disadvantage and chronic health conditions.28

Racial redlining has also shown up in urban heat island29 and flooding disparities30 in the 2020s. Black neighborhoods that were redlined are nearly 5 degrees Fahrenheit warmer on average than non-redlined neighborhoods—and in some cities the difference can reach up to 12.8 degrees Fahrenheit.31 The urban heat island effect is caused by “replac[ing] natural land cover with dense concentrations of pavement, buildings, and other surfaces that absorb and retain heat.”32 Black neighborhoods have less of that natural land cover and less access to nature in general. Nearly three-quarters of people-of-color families with children live in “nature-deprived” neighborhoods.33

Redlined homes face higher flooding risks.34 Homes in people-of-color, redlined neighborhoods are 25% more likely to be flooded than non-redlined homes.35 Not only are the homes more likely to be flooded, but they are also likely to suffer the greatest damage when flooding occurs.36 Climate change will
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exacerbate these existing inequalities and worsen vulnerabilities of already-marginalized populations.

The Environmental Justice Movement is much stronger in 2021 because of new and invigorated rallying calls for racial justice with the rise of Black Lives Matter, after the police killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and countless other Black people, and the intergenerational protests during the Summer of 2020. The protests were about justice: criminal justice, environmental justice, health justice, economic justice, energy justice, food and water justice, transportation justice—all viewed through an overarching racial justice lens. These justice issues were on the ballot in November 2020 and can be seen in the new Biden-Harris administration’s policies, priorities, and appointments. Environmental justice has been given a new sense of urgency and visibility at the highest level of government. Time will tell if transformative change will follow.